
Awareness of How Stress Limits Me 
 Professionally and Personally 

 

Principal Name: Ann Marie Caballero 
School Name: William Fegely Middle School 
Principal’s Email Contact: annmarie.caballero@portage.k12.in.us 
 
Background Leading to My Inquiry (Slide 2) 
As a first year principal, I noticed that my day didn’t seem to have an “end.” I figured that it was 
because I was new and I needed to get into a groove. Learning as much as I could in my new 
role, it made sense that extra time in the office was necessary but it would get better. However, 
in my second year the work didn’t change, the understanding of my role didn’t make the hours 
any less, and the stress of ”all that needs to be done” was still there. 

In my second year as principal, I did notice that I was changing. Sadly, I was not as visible in my 
school as I wanted to be, I was working beyond ”normal” workday hours, I didn’t seem to have 
the time for positive stress relief,  and unfortunately my spouse was on the receiving end of those 
emotions and I was unavailable to him and my family. 
 
The Purpose of My Inquiry (Slide 3)  
Therefore, the purpose of my action research project is to find a positive outlet for me to better 
control stress, healthy lifestyle, and visibility in my school as well as maintaining a healthy 
balance of a professional and personal life. 
 
My Wondering (Slide 4)  
With this purpose, I wondered if I leave work before 5:30pm, work out three days a week, drink 
4 liters of water a day, and reach the daily recommended steps (11,000 steps) each day that it 
would help relieve daily stresses, become more visible in my building,  and create a better 
balance of work and home life. 
 
My Actions (Slide 5) 
In order to collect data for my project I set up the following process: 

First, I used my school ID to swipe in and out every day that I worked. Goal is to leave before 
5:30pm.I will check my time in/time out everyday on FRONTLINE 

Time Reports: I will collect attendance reports from the PTS human resource department starting 
Dec. 2, 2019 and ending Feb. 28, 2020. 

Second, I created a journal for the following: 
Work Out Journal: this was used to document days and activity 
Water Intake Journal: this was used to document daily water intake Monday through Friday 
starting Dec. 2, 2019 and ending Feb. 28, 2020. 
Step Journal: I will use my Smartwatch to collect my step data and I will record this data in a 
daily journal Monday through Friday starting Dec. 2, 2019 and ending Feb. 28, 2020. 



Family Happiness Journal: I journaled activities, conversations, and overall family time. I started 
this journal  Dec. 2, 2019 and ending Feb. 28, 2020. 

Third, everyday before going to bed, I completed each aspect of the appropriate journal. 
 
Data Collection (Slide 6) 
 

● Time: I collected data from my clock in/clock out available to me from Frontline and our 
HR Department 

● Workout: I created a Google Sheet and recorded each date that I worked out within a 
given week along with length of time, exercise type, and a note/reflection 

● Water: I created a Google Sheet to record dates, total ounces taken in, and marked if I 
reached my goal 

● Steps: I created a Google Sheet and used the data collected from my Smartwatch and 
Activity App. I also recorded if I reached my goal and any note/reflection of the day 

● Family: I created a Google Doc that I journaled thoughts and activities of the week. I also 
used a 1 to 3 rating scale on how successful the week was regarding quality family time, 
stress, and distractions/responsibilities 

 
My Data (Slides 7-20) 
 
 
 
My Discoveries (Slide 21) 
Learning Statement One: I learned that I can leave the building at a reasonable hour and still be 
an effective leader. 

I learned that I can leave the building at a reasonable hour and still be an effective leader because 
I collected fifty days of data and successfully left before 5:30pm on 27 of those days or 54% of 
the time. More than half of my data supports that I was able to maintain my responsibilities, meet 
expectations or exceed expectations, and still fit in time to exercise and spend quality time with 
my family. 

Learning Statement Two: I learned maintaining healthy habits allowed me to reduce stress 

I learned maintaining healthy habits allowed me to reduce stress at home and in school. 
Incorporating physical activity allowed me to reduce stress and frustrations in and out of school. 
I also lost 8 pounds! Although reaching the 136oz a day was very difficult for me to do, my daily 
water intake allowed me to stay hydrated and maintain a “full” feeling therefore I did not snack 
on unhealthy foods between meals. Meeting my step goal was not easy for me at all, I only met 
my goal once throughout the 13 weeks. Although, in my notes, I did record many days that I had 
great interactions with students and teachers on days that I was no where near my goal. For me, I 
feel that it is not the number of steps that I need to focus on, it is the purpose and destination of 
the steps that I take. 

 

 



Learning Statement Three: I learned that I had far more good weeks than I did bad. 

I learned that spending quality time with my family happens much more than I had originally 
thought. I had 9 good/excellent weeks and only 4 bad weeks. The bad weeks also included a lot 
of time of illness and the death of my aunt. Including a strategy to combat stress (working out) 
really helped me calm down so I can focus on what the issue truly is  instead of allowing the 
issue to consume me. 
 
Where I Am Heading Next (Slide 22) 
I will continue to set an alarm on my phone/smartwatch to leave the building by 5:30pm unless 
there is a required supervision event or meeting. Leaving work at a reasonable hour to self care 
is not a bad thing; I constantly preach to my staff about taking care of themselves so they can 
be the best version of themselves to take care of our students, an effective leader will model 
that statement for their staff. 

I will continue to work out as a strategy to combat stress; I enjoyed the time destressing and it 
also gives me time with my husband. We enjoyed each other’s company and helped push each 
other to do a little more. 

I will continue journaling my thoughts and reflecting on my time with my family. Through the 
reflections, I can see any necessary changes or strategies that I need to implement to make my 
time with my family the best it can be. 

Concluding Thought:  As I reflect on my overall active research project, I find that it represents 
a great example of the School Leader–Building Level Educator Standard 3: “Personal Behavior - 
School building leaders model personal behavior that sets the tone for all student and adult 
relationships in the school” (IDOE, 2010).  All the aspects of my project from self care, time 
management, stress management, and balance of personal and work life should be modeled 
for my staff and students; remembering that I am a lead learner, I will continue to better myself 
through education and reflection.  
 
 
Bibliography (Slide 23) 
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Background 
Leading to this 
Inquiry

As a first year principal, I noticed that my day didn’t seem to have an 
“end.” I figured that it was because I was new and I needed to get 
into a groove. Learning as much as I could in my new role, it made 
sense that extra time in the office was necessary but it would get 
better. However, in my second year the work didn’t change, the 
understanding of my role didn’t make the hours any less, and the 
stress of ”all that needs to be done” was still there. 

In my second year as principal, I did notice that I was changing. 
Sadly, I was not as visible in my school as I wanted to be, I was 
working beyond ”normal” workday hours, I didn’t seem to have the 
time for positive stress relief,  and unfortunately my spouse was on 
the receiving end of those emotions and I was unavailable to him 
and my family.



Purpose of 
This Inquiry

Therefore, the purpose of my action research project is to find a 
positive outlet for me to better control stress, healthy lifestyle, and 
visibility in my school as well as maintaining a healthy balance of a 
professional and personal life.



My Wondering

With this purpose, I wondered if I leave work before 5:30pm, work 
out three days a week, drink 4 liters of water a day, and reach the 
daily recommended steps (11,000 steps) each day that it would help 
relieve daily stresses, become more visible in my building,  and 
create a better balance of work and home life.



My Actions

In order to collect data for my project I 
set up the following process.

First, I used my school ID to swipe in 
and out every day that I worked. Goal is 
to leave before 5:30pm.

� I will check my time in/time out 
everyday on FRONTLINE

� Time Reports: I will collect 
attendance reports from the PTS 
human resource department starting 
Dec. 2, 2019 and ending Feb. 28, 
2020.

Second, I created a journal for the 
following:

� Work Out Journal: this was used to 
document days and activity

� Water Intake Journal: this was used 
to document daily water intake 
Monday through Friday starting Dec. 
2, 2019 and ending Feb. 28, 2020.

� Step Journal: I will use my 
Smartwatch to collect my step data 
and I will record this data in a daily 
journal Monday through Friday 
starting Dec. 2, 2019 and ending 
Feb. 28, 2020.

� Family Happiness Journal: I 
journaled activities, conversations, 
and overall family time. I started this 
journal  Dec. 2, 2019 and ending Feb. 
28, 2020.

Third, everyday before going to bed, I 
completed each aspect of the 
appropriate journal.



Data 
Collection

� Time: I collected data from my clock in/clock out available to me 
from Frontline and our HR Department

� Workout: I created a Google Sheet and recorded each date that I 
worked out within a given week along with length of time, 
exercise type, and a note/reflection 

� Water: I created a Google Sheet to record dates, total ounces 
taken in, and marked if I reached my goal

� Steps: I created a Google Sheet and used the data collected from 
my Smartwatch and Activity App. I also recorded if I reached my 
goal and any note/reflection of the day

� Family: I created a Google Doc that I journaled thoughts and 
activities of the week. I also used a 1 to 3 rating scale on how 
successful the week was regarding quality family time, stress, and 
distractions/responsibilities



My Time Data
I used my ID every day to swipe in 
and out in order to record my hours 
worked each day. I was able to 
document my hours as I have access 
to our program however I did 
receive a monthly report from our 
HR Department for verification. This 
is a sample of my January report.



My Time Data
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Data journal for work hours each 
day.  This information was gathered 
from our FRONTLINE program as 
well as the Frontline report given to 
me by our HR Department. Creating 
a journal allowed me to see my 
hours worked but also allowed me 
to add notes/comments regarding 
my day.



My Time Data 
Continued
Data journal for work hours each 
day.  This information was gathered 
from our FRONTLINE program as 
well as the Frontline report given to 
me by our HR Department. Creating 
a journal allowed me to see my 
hours worked but also allowed me 
to add notes/comments regarding 
my day.



My Workout 
Data
My workout journal was 
documented in a Google Sheet. I 
recorded each date that I worked 
out and what exercise was done. I 
also added notes/reflections for the 
week.  My goal is to workout three 
times a week.



My Water Data
My water journal was documented 
in a Google Sheet. I recorded the 
amount of water I drank daily. My 
goal was 4 liters a day (approx. 136 
ounces). I used a 32 oz cup to keep 
track of the amount of ounces. If I 
was able to finish 5 cups a day, I met 
my goal.



My Step Data
Sample of data collected by my 
Smartwatch of my steps taken for 
the month of January. I also had this 
for December and February. This 
data was then converted to a 
Google Sheet so that I could add 
notes/reflections of each day.



My Step Data 
Continued
Data journal for steps taken 
throughout the work day.  This 
information was gathered from my 
Smartwatch and recorded with 
notes/reflections of each day.



My Step Data 
Continued
Data journal for steps taken 
throughout the work day.  This 
information was gathered from my 
Smartwatch and recorded with 
notes/reflections of each day.



My Family 
Happiness Data
I journaled my feelings of how 
successful my family time was each 
week. I based each score on time 
spent with family, stress levels, and 
other distractions/responsibilities 
that may get in the way of spending 
quality time with my family.



My Family 
Happiness Data
Continued



My Family 
Happiness Data
Continued



My Family 
Happiness Data
Continued



My Family 
Happiness Data
Continued



My Family 
Happiness Data
Continued



My Discoveries

� Learning Statement One: I learned that I can leave the building at a reasonable hour 
and still be an effective leader.

I learned that I can leave the building at a reasonable hour and still be an effective leader 
because I collected fifty days of data and successfully left before 5:30pm on 27 of those 
days or 54% of the time. More than half of my data supports that I was able to maintain 
my responsibilities, meet expectations or exceed expectations, and still fit in time to 
exercise and spend quality time with my family.

� Learning Statement Two: I learned maintaining healthy habits allowed me to reduce 
stress

I learned maintaining healthy habits allowed me to reduce stress at home and in school. 
Incorporating physical activity allowed me to reduce stress and frustrations in and out of 
school. I also lost 8 pounds! Although reaching the 136oz a day was very difficult for me 
to do, my daily water intake allowed me to stay hydrated and maintain a “full” feeling 
therefore I did not snack on unhealthy foods between meals. Meeting my step goal was 
not easy for me at all, I only met my goal once throughout the 13 weeks. Although, in my 
notes, I did record many days that I had great interactions with students and teachers on 
days that I was no where near my goal. For me, I feel that it is not the number of steps 
that I need to focus on, it is the purpose and destination of the steps that I take. 

� Learning Statement Three: I learned that I had far more good weeks than I did bad.

I learned that spending quality time with my family happens much more than I had 
originally thought. I had 9 good/excellent weeks and only 4 bad weeks. The bad weeks 
also included a lot of time of illness and the death of my aunt. Including a strategy to 
combat stress (working out) really helped me calm down so I can focus on what the issue 
truly is  instead of allowing the issue to consume me.



Where I am 
Heading Next

� Continue to set an alarm on my phone/smartwatch to leave the building 
by 5:30pm unless there is a required supervision event or meeting. 
Leaving work at a reasonable hour to self care is not a bad thing; I 
constantly preach to my staff about taking care of themselves so they can 
be the best version of themselves to take care of our students, an 
effective leader will model that statement for their staff.

� Continue to work out as a strategy to combat stress; I enjoyed the time 
destressing and it also gives me time with my husband. We enjoyed each 
other’s company and helped push each other to do a little more. 

� I will continue journaling my thoughts and reflecting on my time with my 
family. Through the reflections, I can see any necessary changes or 
strategies that I need to implement to make my time with my family the 
best it can be.

Concluding Thought:  As I reflect on my overall active research project, I 
find that it represents a great example of the School Leader–Building Level 
Educator Standard 3: “Personal Behavior - School building leaders model 
personal behavior that sets the tone for all student and adult relationships 
in the school” (IDOE, 2010).  All the aspects of my project from self care, 
time management, stress management, and balance of personal and work 
life should be modeled for my staff and students; remembering that I am a 
lead learner, I will continue to better myself through education and 
reflection.  
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